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Band, Project Move Banned from Rallies
Tou Geytoh, Chief Cynicist

Performing members from the John F. Kennedy drumline, color guard, brass band, 
and Vibe in Promo were denied by student government rally planners after all four 
auditioned for a spot in the spring rally.

“The studies show,” began lead rally research correspondent Ada Tutch, “students 
really would prefer to see more slutty dancing and short skirts as opposed to more 
exciting and talented performances.” A student government research poll of over 
23 Twitter users claims that 62% of students who attend rallies would prefer to see 
more “twerking” at rallies. The survey also found that an overwhelming 79% of 
students would like the “burlesque” rally theme from the 2015-2016 school year to 
return.

Many faculty members were concerned about the use of chairs in dancing at the 
burlesque rally. Believing administration permitted the use of chairs in dance, stu-

dents brought chairs 
out onto the dance 
floor at junior prom. 
Prom chaperones met 
these students with 
a punishment in the 
form of a time out 
by facing the wall so 
they could reflect on 
their actions. When 
these students voiced 
concerns, the Claritin 
investigated.

Houa Arnee, a dis-
trict psychologist, 
helped explain the 
logic behind the dif-
ference in rules, “In 
a rally setting, the 
males are seated far 
up in bleachers away 

from the dancers. Since these testosterone-filled students are prevented from enter-
ing the performance area by their peers, they are unable to act on any dramatically 
increased blood flow they get from provocative dancing on the performers.” Arnee 
elaborated, saying that allowing provocative dancing in a “controlled environment” 
such as a rally allows schools to safely educate teens on proper nightclub etiquette.

Some students are grateful the school allows this opportunity.

“Rallies are the only time I’m allowed to distract people with my body,” said Shelly 
Durrz, a member of the IOSMOML… (Instead of Stripping Me of My Liberties…) 
Dance Club. Durrz cited the school’s overbearing dress code as a reason rally enter-
tainment should largely remain in its current state. 

Despite being initially turned away, the John F. Kennedy drumline remains optimis-
tic to make it in the rally next season.

“We were told we don’t have enough bass, so we’re considering expanding our 
bass sections,” began Yer Wong, one of the percussion section leaders. Wong briefly 
elaborated, but did not have much time to talk because he “had band practice.” 
Proposals include expanding the electronics section to include six electric bassists, 
marching an additional five bass drums for a total of ten bass drummers, and pro-
gramming the synthesizers to be able to choose from over 200 different bass drops. 

“However, the choice between making good, competition-winning sound and pleas-
ing the plebes is pretty difficult, so we’re not quite sure if we’ll go through with it 
next season. The bass drops are definitely in though; our instructor likes those.”

While the drumline adjusts their sound, a new club will be making its debut perfor-
mance at the rally, the Fishing Club.

“We heard students like bass, and we thought our latest catch was pretty catchy, so 
we auditioned, and when we got in, we were all like, ‘the hell?’ but we are really 
happy to be in it!” exclaimed Rhea Le Tin, the club president. To please the masses, 
the club will do a live performance of catching a tasty black bass from the flooded 
waters of the gym.
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There can’t be 
school shootings 

if there’s no schools.
- Anonymous Kennedy

 Sports

Students Diagnosed With Paralyzing Fear 
That They Will Never Accomplish Anything

Kennedy marimbist Hunter Albert is sad that he will not be able 
to perform at rallies. (Photo by Sairf Eveningsong) 

Science Hates Him: Whalen Reveals 
True Source of Height, Magic Beans

A. A. Ron Souls cowers under a desk as he recounts how scared he was 
during his mental lockdown (photo by McQuesadilla Sniff)

Whalen, instead of planting the magic beans, consumed one, causing a 
beanstalk to grow inside him.  (photo by Sorry Black Plague)
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School: “Our best course of action to punish students 
who miss class is to have them miss class.”
By Dean Tensean, Traffic Reporter

School administration announced new policy in an effort to combat the dramatic 
increase of student truancy and tardiness. “We gotta crack down on these hea-
thens,” stated Dean of Detention Gogh Te Krasche, “We gotta make policy that 
ensures these irresponsible pupils will suffer the consequences of not arriving to 
class in time, something that will teach them to never do it again.”

School officials spent many years articulating the perfect charge students face 
when violating their schedules. “What we need to do, is pull them out of their 
classes, put them in a room, and have them do absolutely nothing, that’ll teach 
them,” Krasche proclaimed. “It makes sense.”

Many students were found to be more thrilled than jaundiced by this new policy. 
“This policy is great,” student Harry Ponseibel told the Claritin, “We were 
gonna take a fat test and I didn’t study one bit, but because I was late to second 
period, some guy pulled me out of class and I got to skip the whole thing!”

From other students, outrage erupted once this new form of punishment for 
tardiness also came about. “How the deuce am I supposed to to prepare for my 
AP test if I gotta go to detention in the middle of 4th period, my outrage is very 
erupted!” junior Pierre Stoff said. 

“During passing period, my 98-year-old teacher went to the bathroom and her 
old self decided to take her sweet old time walking back to class, the bell rang, 

and despite our teacher not unlocking the classroom door and being in the class-
room, we got late passes,” sophomore Belle Deng commented. “This doesn’t 
even make any sense.”

A situation came when one student was reported to have been choking in the 
class, another student Angel Jesus, who was the only peer trained in CPR, at-
tempted to help the oxygen-starved student but school campus monitors arrived 
to take the potential hero to detention as a result of failing to arrive to 1st period 
on time. “I could’ve saved him, but I had to go to detention. Not my fault.” 
Jesus told the Claritin.

Krasche addressed some of the concerns made by the students. “It’s not that 
hard to go to class on time, oh boo hoo, you got stuck in traffic, boo hoo you 
got hit by a car riding your bike to school, if you really cared about coming on 
time, why didn’t you leave two hours earlier? Like, it’s not that hard.” 

When confronted over the possibility of the school’s new tardy policy and how 
it can affect the seniors ability to graduate, he explained thoroughly and articu-
lately, “I don’t care.”

Krasche explained that the removal of tardy students from class also helps to 
alleviate Kennedy High’s current class size problem. “Why should we put in 
effort to hire more teachers and spend our hard earned cash to fix this, when we 
could just remove the students ourselves. You can’t have class size problems 
without classes. You all don’t think like I do.”

There is no doubt that some students at Kennedy High “Don’t play by the rules, 
except their own.” When asked what would happen if a student consistently is 
late to class, Krasche ended the segment us with this: “Let me be clear, being 
late to class is the greatest sin of all. Saturday school is not enough, and I have 
other plans.” 

A Kennedy staff member hauls off a frequently tardy student to the stony 
lonesome.  (photo by Sheriff Heliumball)
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An Unfortunate Turn of Events
By Koa Kinsbad, Food Critic

After being served an undercooked piece of exotic Bulgarian steak by 
Aima Wakow, junior at Kennedy and culinary student, celebrity chef 
Gordon Ramsay demanded the closure of Kennedy’s much celebrated 
culinary class. Wakow had won Ramsay’s online student cooking compe-
tition a month before, taking the top score of 10 out of 20. Ramsay’s visit 
was simply part of the final scoring, where students are graded on the 
meal they prepare. 

The online cooking competition is held once every six years among 
few of the top high school culinary students in the country. Students are 
chosen within their culinary classes and are selected out of a chef’s toque 
by Ramsay. “It was clearly a big deal, and my advisor and the other kids 
in the class did the right thing to vote for me over everyone else,” said 
Wakow. 

More than half of the eight-hour contest was broadcasted over a webcam, 
where competitors were judged on four categories: presentation of the 
meal, efficient use of time, knowledge on the purpose of various tools, 
and the use of different techniques to boil water. Most contestants had 
forfeited by the fourth hour, although Wakow managed to pull through by 
using Ramsay’s insults as fuel. “It was a great experience to continuously 
get yelled at by Gordon Ramsay, it just really gave me the motivation that 
I needed,” she said. 

Wakow’s top score in the competition excited many at Kennedy, provok-
ing them to begin immediate preparation for the celebrity chef’s visit. 
Much time was spent erasing evidence of a possible rat infestation. Carl 
Cuisinart, senior at Kennedy, said, “Once in a while we would have rats 
running around here and there, and they’d leave feces and fur all over the 
place.” He claimed the situation to be worse this time of year because of 
shedding season. 

Time was also given to students to develop British accents, although the 
effort was unappreciated by Ramsay, who found the accent to be insulting 
and “f*****g ridiculous”. Willoughby McCormick, advisor of the culi-
nary class, recalls the day to have turned out completely bonkers. From 
the moment of Ramsay’s rant about the smell of rat feces upon entering 
the classroom to Wakow’s inability to light a grill, “I knew that the class 
was toast, and not the kind you can eat,” he said. 

Students and advisors in the culinary class could never have foreseen 
the possible turn of events that occurred that day, especially one with the 
celebrity chef walking off campus yelling, “It was f*****g raw! Even 
my dead gran can cook better than that!” Although the culinary class was 
banished from existence, students have agreed to continue a culinary club 
where Wakow is not welcome. 

Senior Trip to Disney Cancelled, Replaced by Zoo
By Keir Joy, Happiness Consumer
 
Unfortunately, this year, the senior trip to Disneyland has been canceled in lieu of a 
field trip to the zoo. Coming from a mix of educational and safety concerns, it was 
a shared feeling that the trip overall would be more worthwhile if it was changed to 
a local area, instead of the repetitive trip to the land of mouse ears.

With college approaching quickly for the seniors, many believed the zoo would be 
more educational than spending time at Disneyland, as they get to see actual live 
creatures rather than talking, bipedal animal costumes. Some hope this trip will 
become a regular occurrence for Kennedy and have even considered asking to add 
the zoo to the list of field trips the school offers for all grades. Additionally, there 
has been a new district policy enacted that requires all field trips to be educational. 
Wanting to ensure that students got the most out of their high school career, it was 
decided to enforce these new policies on field trips to teach the students. Due to 
Disneyland being a trip focused on fun and entertainment, the district felt that it 
needed to be changed. Livia Toitle, a senior, stated, “I’d rather have a strong foun-
dation for when I leave for college and I can get that by going to the zoo.” 

This trip would also better offer them a chance to relive their childhoods at a 
cheaper cost. The zoo had been such a strong focal point in the youth of numerous 
seniors. Furthermore, the trip’s cost also was just too much and the school was not 
able to pay for everything despite efforts made by seniors. It was not noticed until 
recently that more money had been spent on Senior Ball then intended. This left the 
school with less money to pay for the other expenses regarding senior activities. 

As for safety, a bus recently had went over a ravine on the way to Disneyland. 
Discussions have arose to figure out what was going to happen to Kennedy’s senior 
trip with this new information. Administration has agreed that a trip to the zoo 
would be safer as there would be no freeway travel and it would be close to home. 
“I definitely feel a lot safer going to the zoo rather than somewhere a lot farther,” 
said senior Leeanna Laing. 

 With all these effects, it has been finalized that Kennedy’s seniors will be going to 
the zoo for their senior trip. Though most agree on the location change, there will 
be most likely some dissent to this sudden adjustment. 
Rina Kim, a Kennedy parent, added, “I planned to  take the whole family along 
since I was chaperoning, but I guess I could take them to the zoo.”

Large school buses were also found to endanger the small animal life in Anaheim.

Two students want a pizza the action as they cook for a chance to meet Gordon 
Ramsay.  (Photo by McQuesadilla Sniff)
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“Abrakadabra, Magic Club Gone?”
By DeeDee Lou Shanelle, Campus Visionary

At Kennedy, students with an interest in fooling an audience with optical illu-
sions, sleight of hand, and clever card tricks, the Kennedy Magic Club was the 
place to be.

 

The club, which offered an environment for students to practice fooling an audi-
ence and the art of deception, however, has recently vanished without a trace. 
In the past, the club has been known to try more advanced tricks as a group, 
but never anything to this scale. The club advisor has similarly taken a leave 
of absence, making the situation even more suspicious. No one can quite say if 
this trick was intentional, another one of their skilled practices for an upcoming 
performance, or something more serious. The authorities have been notified, but 
it is still unsure what the course of action will be over the next couple of days. 
If no information on the missing students is brought forward, an official missing 
persons report will be filed for all members of the magic club.

Some believed that the disappearance may have been caused by the lack of fund-
ing from Food Fairs.

“Clubs vanishing because they have no money? Nonsense!” remarked district 
financial advisor May Kittup.

Time Capsule Reveals Signs of a Simpler Time
By Brett To, HIs/her/They/It-storian

Kennedy administration made the long-awaited decision to open the historic time cap-
sule located in Office Manager Maria Valim’s office. The 2006 treasure chest’s contents 
pleasantly surprised the students who were fortunate enough to witness the unboxing.

The black box included artifacts 
such as a Helio Hero mobile phone 
offering one-button access to 
MySpace, a Nintendo DS Lite, a 
pair of Heelys, a pen urging voters 
to reelect Arnold Schwarzenegger, 
and a twinkie.

The Helio Hero phone had no 
password, which was common 
for phones at the time. The lack 
of a password allowed for quick 
uploads to MySpace. Bullies at the 
time were still deciding whether 
their preferred method of warfare 
was to post peers’ embarrassing 
photos or beat the living hell out 
of them.

Kennedy archeologists faced a 
roadblock, however, when they 
discovered the phone was dead. 

“I didn’t know they had recharge-
able phone batteries back then, in 
2006,” exclaimed Lead Student 
Archeologist Anne Nejiac, who is 
leading the insightful investigation 
as her senior project. “Well even 
though this is a pretty interesting 
surprise, we have no charger, so 
we can’t do much with the phone.”

Nejiac’s and other students’ dismay represented a feeling of disappointment and frustra-
tion that transcends generations.

Fortunately, a man living in the Greenhaven Eskaton Care Center possessed a charger 
for the Helio Hero.

“I remember when you had to do eight button presses just to respond, ‘yeah’ to a text,” 
began Eskaton resident Don Kidds. “That was a simpler time. Kids these days can text 
too quickly, so they start texting each other about politics and dawging on each other 
and it gets really wack.”

After being graciously granted the phone charger from Kidds, archeologists booted 
up the phone. In the photo album of the phone was a shirtless teenage male with dyed 
black hair, a picture of Zac Efron as Troy Bolton from High School Musical, and a 
selfie of a female teenage student posing with a peace sign.

To learn about the Nintendo DS Lite, Nejiac and her team went to a local pawn shop on 
Meadowview Road, GameStop. 

“Back in those days,” recalled GameStop employee Ada Pockett, “people couldn’t 
decide whether they wanted to play virtual fetch with animals, make them beat the crap 
out of each other, or seduce them by giving them gifts and inviting them to their virtual 
house. Nowadays, people mostly have the animals virtually fight and they also design 
virtual towns for them.” Pockett noted that today, players of the animal fighting game 
must do weird dances to make their animals stronger.

GameStop graciously sold the virtual fetch game, Nintendogs, to Nejiac at the pre-
owned price of $28.99, a discount from the 2006 launch price of the game, $29.99. 

“I’m so grateful I was able to get this wonderful piece of history at such a steal!” 
beamed Nejiac.

On a roll from her findings at GameStop, Nejiac and her team began to investigate the 
pair of Heelys. The team took their archeological work to Pocket’s elementary schools 
to learn more about the shoes’ past.

Custodian Thresh Woon, who has worked at Matsuyama Elementary School for a long 
13 years, well remembers the long cleanup process caused by the Heelys.

“Kids were too young to drive, so they’d wear Heelys to show off their wheels,” Woon 
recalled. “Then the Heelys would get caught on playground wood chips, and the kids 
would fall over and get blood everywhere, and I’d have to clean it up every single time.” 

At Eskaton, a majority of the residents expressed similar resentment of the wheeled 
shoes. In a survey, 57% reported that they primarily disliked them for the loud stomping 
noises they made when wearers attempted to walk around campus. 

Didion P.E. teacher Chee Tang remembered how children used to cheat at running laps 
using Heelys.

“I hadn’t heard about Heelys before, and all of a sudden, I saw kids who previously just 
walked miles cut their times in half!” Tang commented. Tang recounted how he talked 
to the principal to ban the rolling shoes from campus. “That’s not how we roll in my P.E. 
class,” Tang finished.

While Nejiac investigated the Heelys, the student archeological team’s political special-
ist Gio Poddy looked to experts on the Kennedy campus for information on the Arnold 
Schwarzenegger pen. He interviewed government student teacher Alec Shaun to learn 
about the historical political trends.

“I miss the times we could trust electing celebrities to public office,” Shaun pined. 
Unfortunately, since teachers are not allowed to share their political views, the aspiring 
government teacher was not allowed to say more.

A student confirmed that the Twinkie was indeed still edible.

Nejiac, Poddy, and the other students involved in the investigation will publish their find-
ings April 1, 2019. The team did not believe that they were procrastinating.

The club member casting the spell appeared to have vanished, but failed to 
vanish his/her effects.  (photo by Sheriff Heliumball)

Officer Manager Maria Valim smiles before she 
shakes the contents of the box to try to guess its 
contents.   (Claritin staff photo)
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Waving Goodbye to the surf team 
By Karissa Jones, Claritin Staff 

The Kennedy surf team has had a terrible year so far this season. For the first 
time since the drought of 2016, the team of rad dudes and dudettes is unable 
to compete in the Metro League. The rough start is causing the athletes to 
worry for their performance at the 2019 World Surf League Championship 
Tour, which will decide which surfers compete in the Tokyo 2020 Olympics. 
Last year, due to the amount of rain Sacramento encountered, the school’s 
iconic “Lake Kennedy” made it easy for the surf team to have practices. This 
year, the small amount of storms have not been enough to form the natural 
beauty that is the lake and allow the surf team to get the amount of practice 
needed. 

Due to the new summer event that had been added to the Olympics, Kennedy 
surfers felt a sudden urgency to get as much practice as they can to be capable 
of trying out this year. In order to qualify for the Summer Olympics surfers 
must prove themselves by placing high in the World Surf League Champion-
ship Tour. In competitions, athletes have 20 to 30 minutes to catch the best 
wave possible and to prove how worthy you are. The judging is based off 
commitment and level of difficulty, creative and progressive maneuvers, com-
bination of major maneuvers, variety of maneuvers, speed, power and flow. 
The judges rank competitors based on the execution of their maneuvers on a 
judging a scale of 0.0 being the worst and 10.0 being perfect.

Since the surf team hasn’t had enough time to practice, the chances of them 
qualifying are not very high. Although the team would love to be able to go to 
the Olympics, the lack of practice from the lack of rain has caused the school 
board to decided to cancel the Surf Teams season this year. At a Metro League 
athletics meeting  “we can’t have a sport take our money if they don’t even 
practice. Standing on a piece of cardboard in the grassy quad isn’t enough 
for us to allow this team to stay” said Supervisor of all California Athletics 
Carlowski. Oddly enough the team wasn’t  funded by the school to start with 
so getting rid of a team that funded itself was heartbreaking. The team asked 
for some funding to rent out indoor surfing places, but the district quickly 
turned them down. The next week paying for a very costly auditorium at 
McClatchy “it’s not fair. We fundraise for all of our own equipment and the 
district couldn’t even help rent out one day of indoor surfing. It’s ridiculous” 
says Summer Washington. 

Some of the participants are upset about the decision, and have attempted 
bringing lots of water bottles to the quad to try and form the lake. Due to the 
amount of work and money it would take to self make the lake they realized 
there was no way the surf team would be capable of staying. Some were very 
excited to be given the chance to try out for the olympics “I’ve been wanting 
to go to the Olympics since i was 10, and the one time I’m given the chance 
Lake Kennedy decides to not fill up and ruins my entry. Its upsetting but 
there’s nothing we can do, I had fun with my team while it lasted” says cap-
tain of the surf team Brad Wilkinson. His ambitious attitude gave people high 
hopes, but the chances of him getting into the Olympics were extremely low 
and would have no chance to qualify, but it was a cute idea. 

Hopefully next year the storms will be worse and the surf team will have 
another chance to enter into the Olympics. 

A Student was Abducted by Aliens    
By Aryanna Zavala, Copy Editor

On April 20, 2018, Aileen Martin, a student at John F. Kennedy High 
School, claims to have been abducted by extraterrestrials and experi-
mented on. The student was attempting to hack the Arecibo Observatory, 
located in Puerto Rico and they focus on scientific research, to send a 
message to extraterrestrials. She claims that she was not sure that she 
hacked into the system and sent a message hoping it sent. Martin said, 
“[I] went to bed thinking I achieved nothing but at like 2am I heard my 
dog barking and a bright light outside my window.” When her parents 
were interviewed they said they saw nothing but they did hear their dog 
barking and their daughter scream. They quickly ran into their Aileen 
Martin’s room and she was not there, they immediately called the police. 

According to the Sacramento Police Department they, “worked tirelessly 
to find out what happened to her. We handled the situation and followed 
procedure. We are happy to say that she is back home with her family 
recuperating after spending a week at the hospital.” 

Martin recalled what happened after she saw a bright light, she said that 
she saw a strange figure appear at the end of her bed and that is why she 
screamed. Aileen Martin then went on to say, “they must have injected 
me with something because the next thing I knew I was in a strange loca-
tion and there were more standing around me, observing me.” 

In recent years there have been more reports of alien sightings and 
people’s has risen. There have been strange lights in the sky and bright 
objects moving quickly across the sky. A study done by research group 
Glocalities, showed that 47 percent of 26,000 participants from around 
the world believed that aliens exist. 60% of those that said that they 
believe in aliens, said we should try and contact them (NY Post). When 
there is an alien sighting in the United States, the government claims 
that they are conducting tests with rockets or that it is missile practice. 
People have also been unbelieving towards the government claims and 
with Aileen Martin’s abduction they now do not believe the govern-
ment’s claims whatsoever. 

Aileen Martin said that she was unconscious for most of the time but that 
when she did wake up for small intervals of time before they injected her 
once again, she saw them walking around the room and some walking 
in the hallway. She also states, “they speak another strange language but 
when they spoke to me it was in english. It was a very strange and scary 
experience.”

Aileen’s story has blown up and become a worldwide story, news outlets 
around the world has picked up on the story and have reported on it. The 
government has yet to release a statement, but it seems that the people 
do not want to hear it. Martin is at home recuperating from the trauma-
tizing experience and is expected to return to school in two weeks. Have 
you witnessed a strange event and think that it could be extraterrestrials, 
contact (916) 395-5090. 

Claritin investigator Sofa Oatmeal photographs the cop circle while Aileen 
Martin recalls her abduction.

A rad dudette faces a sign of disappointment as they learn the Kennedy pool’s 
tides are too low to safely surf.  (Photo by Sofa Oatmeal)


